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1 General Remarks 

1.1 Licensing 

To operate PSS SINCAL 8.0, new license files are required. Once the program is installed, these can 

be requested at the PSS SINCAL Support hotline (phone +43 699 12364435, email 

sincal@simtec.cc). 

1.2 Native 64 Bit Version 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 now has a native 64-bit version of the application. Both the 32-bit version and the 

64-bit version are automatically installed on 64-bit operating systems in the course of the setup. Both 

these versions can be used simultaneously trouble-free; they work exactly the same way.  

If you want to use the 64-bit version, however please note the following points: 

 To use the 64-bit version, the respective 64-bit Microsoft Access DB drivers need to be installed 

on the computer. If the 64-bit version of Microsoft Office is installed, PSS SINCAL 8.0 

automatically installs these drivers. They can, however, also be installed individually if you wish. 

These drivers can be found on the Microsoft Webpage for downloading: 

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=C06B8369-60DD-4B64-A44B-

84B371EDE16D&displaylang=en 

 There is no 64-bit version of Crystal Report. This means there are no reports in the PSS SINCAL 

64-bit version. 

 You do not have as comprehensive driver support for accessing databases and data sources in 

the 64-bit version as in the 32-bit version. This means there can be limits to the import/export 

functions in PSS SINCAL. 

 

The only real advantage of the 64-bit version is the practically unlimited memory. In the PSS SINCAL 

32-bit version, processes – even on 64-bit operating systems – cannot address more than 2 GB of 

memory. The 64-bit version does not have this limitation.  

For reasons of compatibility, we recommend using the PSS SINCAL 32-bit version on 64-bit 

operating systems as well. This assures that you will be able to use all the functions without any 

limitations. 

mailto:sincal@simtec.cc
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=C06B8369-60DD-4B64-A44B-84B371EDE16D&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=C06B8369-60DD-4B64-A44B-84B371EDE16D&displaylang=en
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2 User Interface 

2.1 Background Maps with Satellite Pictures 

Since PSS SINCAL 7.5, background maps have been available letting you create geographic 

networks at minimal expense. Until now, Cloudmade has been used to display the background maps. 

This is a freely available map provider whose material is based on data by OpenStreetMap. The 

quality of the maps is very good, but unfortunately there are not any satellite maps. Only Google 

Maps and Bing Maps provide satellite maps. Until recently, the APIs of both these providers were not 

appropriate for use in PSS SINCAL. For some time now, however, Bing Maps has a new tile-based 

map interface that can be used in PSS SINCAL. 

  

Illustration: Background Map from London in PSS SINCAL 

The way background maps are used is more restrictive in Bing Maps than in OpenStreetMap. You 

are required to register with Bing Maps to use the map data. Once you register, you get a special 

"key" that lets you access the background maps. 

The Extras – Options dialog box is used to configure the background maps. The Background Maps 

tab is used to define the control settings. 
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Illustration: Dialog box for configuring background maps 

The selection field in the upper part of the dialog box is used to select the map provider. At his time, 

Cloudmade and Bing are available. 

The address of the map service is entered in the Server URL field. 

 Cloudmade: http://tile.cloudmade.com/  

 Bing Maps: http://dev.virtualearth.net/REST/v1/Imagery/Metadata/  

 

With Cloudmade, a universal application key controls the access to map data. This was ordered for 

PSS SINCAL and has to be entered in the API key field. The application key for PSS SINCAL is 

"bcced5ae252745abb26ff4857eae7f05".  

With Bing Maps an individual access key is required. To obtain this, you need to register with Bing 

Maps (for more information, please see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff428642.aspx). The 

access key you receive by email after registering has to be entered in Maps key field. 

Bing Maps display background maps in three different ways: 

 Street: 

Normal map display as with Cloudmade. The amount of detail is, however, less than with Bing 

Maps. 

 Areal: 

Displays satellite pictures. 

 Hybrid: 

Displays satellite pictures with overlaid map display. 

Except for the configuration settings in this dialog box, Bing Maps can be used in exactly the same 

way as Cloudmade. For more information, see the PSS SINCAL System Manual in the chapter on 

"Network Planning Tools – Background Map". 

http://tile.cloudmade.com/
http://dev.virtualearth.net/REST/v1/Imagery/Metadata/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff428642.aspx
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2.2 New Diagram System 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 has an entirely new diagram system with the same basic functions as the previous 

version, but with many new functions as well.  

Diagrams are now displayed as an entire page preview. Headers, footers, borders and information 

boxes are now displayed in addition to the diagrams on the diagram page. 

 

Illustration: New diagram system 

All interactive editing functions in the diagrams have been completely redesigned. The new 

interactive diagram scale is particularly useful. This scales the diagram interactively by creating a 

rectangle. Interactive scaling is only temporary. As the name already implies this type of scaling is 

intended to help you interactively analyze the diagram data. 

If interactive scaling is switched ON, the following additional functions are available: 

 You can press CTRL and click the left mouse button to reduce the zoom step in the diagram by 

one step. 

 You can press SHIFT to move the diagram section. This switches ON an interactive PAN 

function used to move the displayed diagram section when you hold down the mouse button. 

In addition to interactive scaling, however, you can of course also assign any fixed scale you want for 

the diagram axis. The Format Diagram dialog box is used to set the scale. The Axes tab is used to 

define the fixed limits (Min. and Max.) for the x and y axis.  

Diagram formatting has also been completely redesigned. The new dialog box pages let you 

customize the graphic diagram display intuitively and flexibly. 
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Illustration: Formatting a diagram 

Now you can insert additional data series from external sources into all user-defined diagrams. Press 

Add… in the Data Series tab to transfer the data from the clipboard.  

In addition to user-defined data series, you can integrate other objects into the diagrams for 

documentation. PSS SINCAL 8.0 has the following objects: 

 Labels: 

Text field you want integrated into the diagram. 

 Marker: 

Horizontal or vertical marker with any text you want to limit sections in the diagram. 

 Ranges: 

Horizontal or vertical range used to color any sections you want in the diagram. 

On modern computer systems, the new diagram system improves the display quality on the screen. 

Analogous to network diagram display, Direct2D speeds up high-quality display with the hardware.  

There are many more new and practical functions. For more information, see the System Manual in 

the chapter on "Diagram View". 

2.3 Enhanced Graphic Editing Functions 

Rotating the Network Diagram 

Especially for schematic networks, our clients have often mentioned that they would like be able to 

rotate network elements as well as supplementary graphics objects. Now the editing functions have 

been enhanced so that network elements can also be rotated. Multi-selection automatically creates 
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an enhanced rotation tracker that allows you to interactively rotate the entire selection. 

  

Illustration: Network diagram with rotated subnetwork 

If you hold down the SHIFT key during the rotation, the rotation is done in steps of 45°. This makes it 

easier to rotate by 45° or 90°. In addition to the interactive function, the format dialog box (Format – 

Rotate – Custom…) can be used for rotation. This dialog box lets you rotate the selection around a 

reference point at prescribed angles. 

Fitting-in the Network Diagram 

To use the existing geographic network diagrams with the new background maps, there is a new 

function for fitting in network diagrams. This lets you place an existing geographic network in the 

background map. 

 

Illustration: Fitting-in the network in the background map 

The coordinates for three nodes in the network are used as a basis for the adjustment. These nodes 

are assigned their respective latitudes and longitudes. The Cartesian positions of the nodes and their 

geographic positions are used to determine a transformation matrix. This matrix converts all network 

element coordinates. 
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2.4 New Automation API for ISO Areas 

The program uses a new Automation API to generate ISO areas. This is mainly intended for users 

already using PSS SINCAL automation functions for script-controlled calculations who would also 

like to use all the ISO visualization functions for these calculations.  

PSS SINCAL already has a number of GUI automation functions implemented as object-oriented 

COM interfaces. The new API for ISO areas has been realized accordingly.  

The following example shows how the API is used: 

' Create the selection. 

const SIAISOVisType_Load = 1 

 

Dim NetTools 

Set NetTools = SincalDoc.GetNetTools() 

 

Dim ISOArea 

Set ISOArea = NetTools.GetISO() 

 

' Set base visualization type 

ISOArea.SetVisualizationType SIAISOVisType_Load, "Area Weight", True 

 

' Specify the visual area for ISO 

ISOArea.Parameter("Points") = "Page"       ' This uses the full current page size 

 

ISOArea.Parameter("SubDivisions") = 200 

ISOArea.Parameter("Gradient") = False 

ISOArea.Parameter("NodeContour") = False 

ISOArea.Parameter("ElementContour") = False 

ISOArea.Parameter("Gravity") = 5.000000 

ISOArea.Parameter("VisibleCenter") = False 

ISOArea.Parameter("VisibleCenterSize") = 50.000000 

 

' Define color range: percent, Red, Green, Blue 

ISOArea.ResetColors 

ISOArea.SetColor   0,   0, 255, 0  ' 0% -> Green 

ISOArea.SetColor  60, 255, 255, 0  ' 60% -> Yellow 

ISOArea.SetColor 100, 255,   0, 0  ' 100% -> Red 

 

' Create the ISO visualization (can take a little bit of time...) 

ISOArea.Create "ISO1" 

 

The new automation functions are not too difficult to use. The open document is used to get the new 

NetTools object. 

Set NetTools = SincalDoc.GetNetTools() 

This object is then used to access the ISO object performing the actual visualization. 

Set ISOArea = NetTools.GetISO() 

The visualization type is selected and the respective control settings are provided with the help of the 

ISO object.  

' Set base visualization type 

ISOArea.SetVisualizationType SIAISOVisType_Load, "Area Weight", True 

 

' Specify the visual area for ISO 

ISOArea.Parameter("Points") = "Page"       ' This uses the full current page size 
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Only the actual visualization still needs to be carried out. 

' Create the ISO visualization (can take a little bit of time...) 

ISOArea.Create "ISO1" 

 

For a VBS example that shows the new automation functions, see "Batch\Samples\ISOArea.vbs" in 

the PSS SINCAL Projects directory.  

For detailed documentation, see the System Manual in the chapter on "Automation –  Automation of 

the User Interface". 

2.5 Other New Functions 

This section briefly introduces different additions and improvements to existing functions. 

Smart Legend Container 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 has comprehensive annotation functions for network elements so you can display 

both input data and results directly in the network diagram. Thousands of different attributes can now 

be visualized. To document network element annotation, legends can be displayed. Each legend is 

displayed in the network diagram as its own element with the respective contents (e.g.: input data 

nodes, input data lines, load flow results nodes, load flow results node elements, etc.). This system is 

very flexible, but it has one big disadvantage: Legends need to be repositioned manually as soon as 

their contents and scope change. 

To eliminate this problem, PSS SINCAL 8.0. has a Smart Container for legends. This container is just 

a box of a predefined size. Any legends you want can be assigned to the container. As soon as a 

legend is assigned, the container starts to calculate the position. The container also acts as a clip-

box, assuring that legends are not plotted outside the container limits. 

Legend containers are created exactly like normal legends. When you select the type, simply select 

Legend container. 

 

Illustration: Dialog box for creating a new legend 

The legends can now be assigned to the container. Simply drag the legends you want into the legend 

container. Then open the pop-up menu of the legend container and use Assign enclosed legends 

to make the assignment.  

The illustration below shows the new legend container with three assigned legends. 
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Illustration: Container for legend 

When the legend changes (due to changes in the results or manually changing the amount of 

annotation or the filter), PSS SINCAL 8.0 automatically repositions the legends. 

 

Illustration: Container for legend (with filter function switched ON) 

Layout functions have been designed to let you assign positions for legends manually. In the 

example above, Position 1 has been assigned to nodes, Position 2 to node elements and Position 3 

to branch elements. The Properties Window is used to define positions of the legend. 

Enhanced User Symbol Management 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 lets you use any graphic symbol you want for a network element. These can be 

displayed instead of the standard symbols in the network diagram.  

Until now, the user-defined symbols had to be stored in the "Sincal Projects\Symbols" directory. 

Particularly when you wanted to send networks with user-defined symbols to third parties, you were 

unable to display the network diagram properly because the proper symbol file did not exist. For this 

reason, user-defined symbol management has been enhanced. 

Now you can store symbols directly in the network, i.e. in the "xxx_files" directory. These are read in 

when you open the network and displayed in the network diagram. 

To avoid compatibility problems with existing networks, PSS SINCAL 8.0 has three levels for loading 

symbols: 

 Level 1, Highest Priority: xxx_files\Symbols 

If this directory already contains user-defined symbol files, PSS SINCAL loads them. 

 Level 2, Medium Priority: Sincal Projects\Symbols 

This is the previous storage location for user-defined symbol files. If no proper files were found in 

the network, PSS SINCAL loads them from this storage location. 

 Level 3, Lowest Priority: Installation Directory\Symbols 

If no user-defined symbols have been loaded yet, PSS SINCAL loads Default Symbols from the 

PSS SINCAL installation directory. 
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Enhanced Function for Selecting by Type 

The Select by Type dialog box has been enhanced. This now has a Quick Filter for the additional 

filter functions (network area, network level, etc.) making it easy to reduce the contents of the 

respective list of options. This is particularly useful when there are a lot of elements in the network. 

 

Illustration: Dialog box for selecting by type 

This dialog box also has new filter functions. In addition to the filters for network level, network area, 

layer and object type already available, PSS SINCAL now also has filters for 

 Substation 

 Network Zone 

 Owner 

Enhanced Function for Setting Network Data 

The function for setting the network data has been enhanced. Now this can also be used to modify 

the attributes of network element terminals. 
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Illustration: Set Network Data dialog box 

This is particularly useful in asymmetrical networks, when, for example, you want to connect an 

entire feeder to another phase. 

Enhanced Function for Determining Load Data 

The function for interactively determining load data has been enhanced. Until now, only the input 

data of the network elements were displayed. Now either the input data or the load flow results can 

be displayed. 

 

Illustration: Determining Load Data dialog box 

Note that the Use load flow results option is only available if the current view includes load flow 

results. 
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3 Electrical Networks 

3.1 Load Flow 

Enhanced Line Model with Impedance Matrix 

Until now, PSS SINCAL could only use positive-phase and zero-phase sequence data to model 

equivalent circuit diagrams for lines. This was sometimes not precise enough particularly for long 

overhead lines, since lines with different positions can have different self and coupling impedances. 

In this case, lines need to be simulated by an impedance matrix that has been completely filled in. 

 

Illustration: Data screen form with Coupling Data 

Coupling data are now used for this enhanced modeling. To assign these to a line, you need to 

select the Coupling data in the Line Type field of the line. Then the coupling data can be assigned. 

A line created in this way automatically leads to an asymmetrical network, so you need to have a 

license for asymmetrical load flow calculations.  

When coupling data are used, these completely describe the line. This also means the coupling data 

define the Thermal Limit Current (Ith) and the Ref. SC Current (I1s). These attributes are hidden in 

the data screen form for lines.  
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When coupling data are used, the equivalent circuit diagram below models the line: 

 

Illustration: Line modeling in L1, L2 and L3 

Resistances and reactances for serial and shunt data are stored at a conductor temperature of 20°C. 

Reactances can have any frequency you want. 

The temperature coefficient of 20
o
C is used to convert active resistances of self and coupling 

impedances to the conductor or cable temperature T of the network level.  

The rated frequency is used to convert the reactance impedances of self and coupling impedances to 

the network frequency stored in the calculation settings. 

Serial data are used for serial resistance matrix in L1, L2 and L3. A reverse matrix needs to be 

created for the serial conductance matrix in L1, L2 and L3. Shunt data are used for the shunt 

conductance matrix in L1, L2 and L3.  

The number of parallel systems (fPar) simulates a parallel connection of several lines of the selected 

coupling. In addition, PSS SINCAL divides the impedance by the number of parallel systems and 

multiplies the admittance with the number of parallel systems. 

Serial coupling data are used to determine the absolute coupling data of the line. 
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Rij … Absolute self or coupling resistance 
Xij … Absolute self or coupling reactance 
Zij … Absolute complex self or coupling impedance 
Gij … Absolute self or coupling active power 
Cij … Absolute self or coupling reactive power 
Yij … Absolute self or coupling admittance 
l … Line length 
fpar … Number of parallel systems 

 

For further general information on using the impedance and admittance matrix, see the chapters on 

"Transformation of Phase Value to Component Value" and "Recreating Three-Phase Lines" in the 

Multiple Faults manual. 

3.2 Dynamics 

Asymmetrical Stability 

With PSS SINCAL 8.0, stability calculations are also possible for asymmetrical networks. Until now, 

these kinds of observations could only be made with the Transient Section (EMT) from the dynamics 

calculations. EMT simulation creates perfectly correct network models with all the asymmetrical 

elements, but the requirements for displaying networks correctly are much more complex than for 

simple stability calculations. In addition, the calculation time and scope of the results are also greater. 

PSS SINCAL’s new stability calculations can still model networks relatively simply and make 

observations in asymmetrical networks. This is mainly used with new kinds of network structures 

such as, for example, micro grids that have become much more common recently. 

In asymmetrical Stability, the asymmetrical network is calculated as an original RST system without 

being transformed into symmetrical components. The advantage is that asymmetrical networks can 

be modeled any way you want. The disadvantage in bigger network matrices is that the couplings 

between the phases can create a relatively full matrix.  

Modeling in Load Flow 

Passive elements – lines, transformers, reactors etc. – are simulated by their admittances in the 

original RST system.  

Active elements – generators, infeeders etc. – are simulated as they usually are in Load Flow as 

P/Q-, P/V-, Y- or I-type consumer elements and the locus curve is used to prescribe the moment for 

ASM-motors.  

Passive consumers are simulated as P/Q-, P/V-, Y- or I-types, where values can be entered either as 

constants or as BOSL variables.  

Passive and active network elements can be either 3-phase and/or 1-phase. 
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Modeling in Dynamic Simulation 

During dynamic simulations complex admittances at a rated frequency are used – as in Load Flow –

to recreate the transmission network (RMS modes). 

To correctly simulate the active network elements in asymmetrical stability, the modeling in the 

simulation had to be adapted: 

 3-phase synchronous machine: 

The basic description is available in the PSS SINCAL Online Help: Dynamics – Stability and 

Electromagnetic Transients Calculation Methods – Synchronous Machine.  

In addition, the following is true:  

o Modeling of the rotor with the "Standard Machine Simulation" 

o In the initial conditions, the time derivatives of the dq-values are equal to zero (because  

s = 0). 

 1-phase synchronous machine: 

Change in comparison to the 3-phase machine:  

o Transformation matrix 1-phase to dq system. 

o Modeling of the rotor with the "Universal Machine Simulation" 

o In the initial conditions, the time derivatives of the dq values are equal to zero (when s = 0). 

The time derivatives of the dq values of the negative-phase sequence are not considered 

(when s = 2). 

 3-phase asynchronous machine: 

Since the asynchronous machine does not have any preferred magnetic direction, the 

impedances of the d-axis and the q-axis are equal. The system of equations for synchronous 

machines can also be used for the asynchronous machines if the excitation voltage ufd is set to 

zero. In comparison to the synchronous machine, however, the initial conditions change. The 

time derivatives of the dq values are not zero (because s is not equal to zero). 

 1-phase asynchronous machine:  

Essentially the same is true as with 3-phase asynchronous machines. Beyond that, the time 

derivatives of the dq values of the negative-phase sequence (when s = 2) are not considered. 

RMS Signals in EMT Calculations 

EMT calculations can also provide signals from currents and voltages as RMS values.  

The illustration below shows the voltage curve at a busbar during a fault. The red line is the signal in 

EMT calculations and the blue one the same curve as an RMS signal. 

 

Illustration: EMT diagram in PSS SINCAL 
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The Plot Definition for Dynamics dialog box can be used to switch RMS output ON for individual 

signals. 

 

Illustration: Dialog box for editing signals 

To switch RMS display ON, the Edit Signal dialog box has a new RMS for EMT option. 

Enhanced Search Paths for Models 

The models for dynamics calculations can use block-oriented simulation language (BOSL) to 

represent "real" network element behavior. When the program is installed, various models for 

network elements and controllers are prepared. You can also purchase enhanced model packages.  

To make it easier to use these models in PSS SINCAL 8.0, the connection of the models has been 

enhanced. 

 

Illustration: Selecting a model 
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Location determines from where the model is loaded. 

 Global:  

PSS SINCAL automatically provides the global models during the installation. 

 Local: 

The local models can be created individually. The options for actual standard databases assign 

local models. 

 Path: 

You can choose a model file at any storage location you want. 

 Search: 

Only the model name is entered to define a model file. The accompanying model file is 

determined with the help of the name in the search paths. Search sequences and search paths 

can both be defined in the dialog box Options under Model Search Paths. 

3.3 Protection 

New Protection Documentation 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 has completely new protection documentation that was created together with the 

new diagram system. User-defined diagram pages with all the required data are prepared for each 

grading that is documented. 

 

Illustration: Protection documentation in the new diagram system 
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The diagram is divided into two parts: the one on the left has the grading of the network and displays 

the network elements and protection devices schematically. Input data can be displayed at network 

elements as well as protection devices. The protection devices in the grading also have special 

legends that show the settings at the time and the permissible setting ranges. The actual diagram is 

displayed on the right next to the grading and shows the tripping characteristics of the protection 

devices in the grading.  

PSS SINCAL’s new protection documentation generates both the grading and the diagram 

completely automatically.  

Current ranges, damage curves, motor start-up data or transformer inrush can also be displayed in 

the diagram along with the tripping characteristics of the protection devices. You can, of course, also 

add additional diagram objects (labels, markers and ranges) for documentation. Supplementary 

graphics objects for enhanced documentation can be placed anywhere on the diagram page. 

Example of how New Protection Documentation is used 

The new protection documentation is based on the network’s input data. Documentation can be 

created even if no protection coordination calculations were done in the network. The network only 

needs to be created with protection devices.  

To create protection documentation for a feeder, select the grading to be documented in the 

Graphics Editor. 

 

Illustration: Grading selected in the network diagram 

Tools – Create Protection Documentation actually creates the documentation. A dialog box opens 

where both the name of the new diagram page and the page format can be selected. 
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Illustration: Settings for protection documentation 

The new function for protection documentation does not, however, create a new view in the network 

diagram any more. It generates a user-defined diagram that is displayed in the browser under the 

point for Protection Documentation. 

Overvoltage and Undervoltage Tripping 

Protection simulation now has overvoltage and undervoltage tripping. These new functions are 

mainly required in networks with photovoltaic systems or storage possibilities. These use inverters to 

feed nearly the same current in normal operations and in short circuit. This means that classical OC 

protection (It tripping characteristics) cannot be used to protect these operational devices and they 

can only be protected by voltage monitoring.  

Modern protection devices have two tripping steps each for overvoltage and undervoltage. Phase-

ground, the phase-phase, the total phase-ground, positive-phase voltage and negative-phase voltage 

can be entered as the voltage.  

In PSS SINCAL 8.0, overvoltage or undervoltage tripping can be defined directly at protection 

devices. The pop-up menu for New Tripping Settings – Voltage in the browser of the protection 

device dialog box is used to create this special kind of tripping. 
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Illustration: Protection device overvoltage and undervoltage tripping data 

Undervoltage and Overvoltage Protection have two steps. Both the voltage limit and the time for this 

limit need to be entered for each step. The type of measurement has to be determined for both steps. 

You can select from the following values: 

● Phase-Phase: 

The voltage is monitored for all three phase-phase voltages. Any violation to the voltage limit of 

phase-phase voltage is enough to cause tripping. 

● Phase-Ground: 

The voltage is monitored for all three phase-ground voltages. Any violation to the voltage limit 

of phase-ground voltage is enough to cause tripping. 

● Positive System: 

Positive system voltage is determined from the three phase-ground voltages. 

)aVaVV(
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1
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321M   

● Negative System: 

Negative system voltage is determined from the three phase-ground voltages. 
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3

1
V 3

2
21G   

● Ground: 

Ground voltage is determined from the three phase-ground voltages. 

321E VVVV   

In undervoltage protection, tripping occurs as soon as the voltage falls below the limit. In overvoltage 

protection exactly the opposite happens. Protection trips when a voltage goes above the limit. 
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3.4 Harmonics 

Enhanced Results for Asymmetrical Networks 

Results for harmonic calculations have been greatly enhanced for asymmetrical networks. 

 

Illustration: Data screen form with Harmonics Results 

Now PSS SINCAL prepares all the results completely for all the phases. This means you can also 

analyze current and voltage distribution in asymmetrical networks in detail. 

3.5 Reliability 

Enhanced Indices for Evaluating Supply Quality 

In PSS SINCAL 8.0, reliability indices are always for entire network areas. The results of the 

reliability calculations and any consumers in the network area are used to calculate the Indices 

according to IEEE 1366: 
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Unavailability min/a SAIDI: 
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nj … Number of interrupted customers per interruption block 
ntot … Total number of customers supplied 
sj … Interrupted rated apparent power per interruption block 
Stot … Total rated apparent power installed 
tj … Duration of the interruption block 
j … Interruption blocks 

 

Until now, PSS SINCAL reliability calculations only determined sustained indices. In addition to these 

indices, however, there are also momentary indices that are important for energy suppliers. 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 now determines the MAIFI index (Momentary Average Interruption Frequency 

Index) in addition to the SAIFI interruption frequency so you can evaluate supply interruptions 

happening on short notice that would not otherwise appear in the sustained indices, since these only 

consider malfunctions over 5 minutes long.  

In the new version you can hierarchically determine indices. Parent Area Results switches ON this 

enhanced indices determination in the reliability settings, so you can determine the results in 

hierarchically arranged network areas. This means you can consider consumers of the network area 

as well as the subordinate network areas in a priority network area. 

Repair Costs 

So the reliability calculations can be used for additional cost-oriented network evaluation, 

PSS SINCAL provides any accruing repair costs as results. 

Since accruing repair costs for restoring malfunctioning operational devices cannot be considered in 

probabilistic reliability calculations, these costs need to be entered separately. The reliability data for 

busbars, lines, transformers and infeeders now also include repair costs. 
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Illustration: Line Type reliability data with Repair Costs 

PSS SINCAL now provides evaluated repair costs as the results for individual malfunction types. 

How the evaluation is done depends on the method used: 

 Analytic Calculation Method: First the absolute costs for repairing malfunctioning elements are 

determined for each malfunction combination. These absolute costs are multiplied by the 

frequency of the malfunction combination to obtain the evaluated costs. Then the evaluated 

costs are added up. 

 Monte Carlo Method: First the absolute costs for repairing malfunctioning elements are 

determined for each malfunction combination. Then these absolute costs are added up. The total 

absolute cost is divided by the number of observations to obtain the evaluated costs. 

Switch Costs 

Costs for switching operations are determined in the same way as repair costs. 

PSS SINCAL determines the number of switches needed to disconnect malfunctioning elements for 

each failure combination. If more than one protection system is involved, only the differential 

protection devices preferentially switch off. The number of switches is the same as the number of 

protection devices limiting the protection zone.  

Costs for individual switches can be stored at protection devices. The protection devices limiting the 

protection zone and the switch costs are used to determine the absolute switch costs.  

For differential protection for transformers that can be automatically generated, switch costs accruing 

can be stored in the Switch Costs field of the reliability calculation settings.  

PSS SINCAL displays the evaluations for the number of switches and switch costs in the network 
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results. The evaluation procedure is essentially the same as that used to evaluate repair costs. 

Asymmetrical Networks 

PSS SINCAL now also has reliability calculations for asymmetrical networks. Malfunctions are 

modeled independent of the existing phases or windings. The resupply takes the entire asymmetry 

into consideration. 

ISO Evaluation for Component Results 

Until now, only ISO evaluations produced results for consumers in the reliability calculations. Now 

PSS SINCAL 8.0 lets you visualize these results both for consumers and components. 

3.6 Economic Efficiency Calculations 

The Economic Efficiency calculations have been comprehensively enhanced in PSS SINCAL 8.0.  

These calculations determine the economic benefit of development and restructuring measures and 

evaluate costs at yearly intervals.  

To determine the economic benefit, PSS SINCAL now uses an evaluation method commonly used in 

electricity companies: the Net Present Value Method.  

To evaluate costs, the Summation Method determines costs at yearly intervals. 

Economic Efficiency calculations determine the costs and present values resulting from network 

operations and diverse expansion and restructuring measures for the time period from the current 

view time t0 to the planning horizon tn. 

 

Illustration: Timeline for Economic Efficiency Calculations 

Expenses 

Current view time 

t0 = 01/01/2011 

Years 0 1 2 3 4 n n+1 

2011 

Planning horizon 

tn = 12/31/2021 

2012 2013 2014 

. . . . . 

n 

t0 tn 

Observation period 
+n – +0 

… Investment 1 

… Annual operating costs investment 1 

… Investment 2 

… Annual operating costs investment 2 
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The calculation results are prepared annually at the end of the year. These "annual tranches" are 

used to evaluate both investment expenditures and ongoing annual costs. The annual results are 

provided both as present values and not yet discounted costs. 

The actual evaluation of the economic efficiency of network development or restructuring measures 

is, however, made for the planning horizon tn. Therefore the program prepares one total result for the 

entire observation period tn – t0. The net present values calculated for the planning horizon can be 

used to evaluate whether the planned investments are commercially viable or not. The specific net 

present value only has to be compared to the income expected during the observation period. 

Investments are considered to be commercially viable if the income is greater than the net present 

value of all the expenditures. 

Basics of the Net Present Value Method 

The net present value method compares the total expenses of an investment to the total income. 

This transforms costs accruing within the planning horizon by accumulating or discounting interest of 

comparable value at an observation time. 

 

Illustration: Present value of investments 

Investments are considered to be commercially viable if the calculations do not produce a negative 

net present value. The most commercially viable investment is the one with the largest net present 

value B. 

ce
BBB   

PSS SINCAL does not calculate the present value of income Be. This has to be determined using 

other methods from business or economics. 

The present value of costs Bc is determined from the acquisition costs Ci and shutdown costs Cs 

along with the operating costs in the observation period. If the calculatory life span of the equipment 

is greater than the planning horizon, then the residual value Cr also needs to be considered. 
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Expenses 

Years 0 1 2 k+n 
t0 

tn 

Use period 

Cr (Residual value) 

k k+1 k+2 

Ci (Acquisition costs) 

Br (Present value 
residual value) 

Bi (Present value 
acquisition costs) 

Planning horizon 
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The acquisition costs Ci are equal to zero if the equipment has not been acquired during the 

observation period tn – t0.  

The shutdown costs Cs are equal to zero if the life span of the equipment exceeds the planning 

horizon tn.  

The residual value Cr of the equipment is determined with the help of the calculatory life span T l and 

the acquisition costs Ci. 

l

l
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CC




 

Basics of the Summation Method 

Unlike the net present value method that has all the expenses in the observation period as equivalent 

values at the current view time, accruing costs are not discounted. All the other calculations are done 

in exactly the same way.  

Analogous to the net present value method, the costs Cc are determined from the acquisition costs Ci 

and shutdown costs Cs together with the operating costs in the observation period. If the calculatory 

life span of the equipment is greater than the planning horizon, then the residual value Cr also needs 

to be considered. 
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The acquisition costs Ci are equal to zero if the equipment is not acquired during the observation 

period tn – t0. 

The shutdown costs Cs are equal to zero if the life span of the equipment exceeds the planning 

horizon tn. 

The residual value Cr of the equipment is determined with the help of the calculatory life span T l and 

the acquisition costs Ci. 
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The summation method provides you with the actual costs for individual annual tranches and the 

sum of all occurring costs for the planning horizon. 

Results for Economic Efficiency Calculations 

PSS SINCAL provides two different types of results: 

● Total results for the entire observation period 

● Results for each annual tranche in the observation period 

The economic efficiency of an investment is actually evaluated using the total results from the entire 

observation period tn – t0. All accruing costs are evaluated and then compared to the anticipated 

income.  

For current network operation, mainly expected annual costs are of interest. Results are prepared for 

individual annual tranches. 

Once the results are calculated, select them with View – Input Data and Results… in the menu. 
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Illustration: Selecting Economics results 

Selected results are displayed directly at network elements in the network diagram. The Annotation 

and Filter function can be used to individually customize the scope of the display.  

Results can also be displayed as data screen forms. Simply select the network element and click on 

Results (current)… in the pop-up menu to display the data-output form. 

 

Illustration: Results for Economic Efficiency for a network element 

The Result Type field specifies whether the results are for annual tranches or for the entire 

observation period.  

Start of View Ta and End of View Te identify the time period for which results are calculated.  

The Total Costs Cc are determined from the sum of all the costs accruing for the time period Te – Ta. 
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An unusual feature for determining total costs is the residual value Cr. This is determined for the end 

of the current annual tranche, but not used in the calculations for the total value Cc or determining of 

the present value of total value Bc. The residual value is only considered in the total results for the 

planning horizon. 

The Present Value of Total Costs Bc is determined in the same way as for total costs. The costs 

accruing in the time period Te – Ta are used to determine the corresponding present values by 

discounting for the current view time t0. 
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The other fields differentiate between costs C and present values B. Present values are calculated by 

discounting from the costs for the current view time t0. 

nqCB   

The Residual Value in Planning Horizon Cr specifies the value of the element at the stopping time 

Te. This is determined from the establishment date Ti, the calculatory life span Tl and the acquisition 

costs Ci. 
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The Acquisition Costs Ci are taken directly from the input data. These are only considered 

establishment date Ti is between the start of view Ta and the end of view Te.  

The Shutdown Costs Cs are taken directly from the input data. These are only considered if the 

shutdown date Ts is between the start of view Ta and the end of view Te. 

The Loss Costs are determined from the amount of leakage loss at the element.  

Maintenance Costs Cm and Other Costs Co are determined proportionately. This means the 

availability of the element in the period from starting time Ta to stopping time Te is used to calculate 

them. The calculations are based on annual maintenance costs cm and other annual costs co stored 

at the elements. 

Economic Efficiency Calculation results can also be displayed in Tabular View. This lets you 

evaluate the results for the entire network or for all the network elements in a clearly arranged form. 
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Illustration: Results for Economics in Tabular View 

3.7 Optimizations 

Node Reactive Power Compensation 

Until now, reactive power compensation could only be calculated for individual terminals. In the real 

world, however, reactive power for multiple branches in a substation is also compensated. The node 

reactive power compensated is the sum of the reactive power for all the branches at the node with 

active power flowing out.  

To use this kind of modeling in PSS SINCAL 8.0, control algorithms for network elements such as 

shunt reactor and shunt capacitor have been enhanced. The controller tab has new settings for both 

these network elements. 

 

Illustration: Controller tab for Shunt Reactor 

The Controller State field defines controller behavior. PSS SINCAL has the following options: 

 Fix 

 Voltage – node 

 Power factor – terminal 

 Power – node 

The Power – node option is new. When this is selected, both the controlled node and the limits for 

reactive power control can be set in the Control Range section. 

Enhanced Load Balancing 

Load balancing calculations have been comprehensively enhanced. Until now, load balancing could 

only process individual network elements that were connected to other phases to create a network 

that was as symmetrical as possible.  

PSS SINCAL 8.0 has a much more powerful algorithm for network balancing. Now entire feeders are 

processed. The network is traced starting from a node element included in the load balancing to 

collect all the elements that have the same phase. All these elements are then used together in load 
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balancing. This procedure lets you "reconnect" all the feeders to other phases. 

 

Illustration: Load Balancing Results 

PSS SINCAL prepares the results in the same way as before in the Results dialog box. A group 

containing all the elements in the dialog box is generated for entire feeders. 

Load Trimming that Considers Decentralized Supply Sources 

PSS SINCAL load trimming calculations are based on load flow at the measuring device in the 

direction of the consumers. This is not necessarily required at decentralized supply sources at 

feeders. Depending on the type of decentralized feed power, load flow in the measuring devices can 

turn back. Load trimming calculations now take this special case into consideration. To model 

decentralized supply sources, negative currents or loads can now be entered at measuring devices. 
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4 Pipe Networks 

4.1 District Cooling Networks 

Districting cooling networks now have a construction like district heating networks had 40 years ago. 

Since districting cooling using cold water is much more energy efficient than cooling with electrical 

air-conditioning, a lot of these networks are being created in urban centers.  

For this reason, PSS SINCAL calculation methods for district heating networks have been adapted to 

for use in districting cooling networks.  

The basic physical properties in district heating and districting cooling networks are identical, but the 

method is completely the opposite. 

How Districting Cooling Works 

 The consumers warm up the medium of transmission. 

 The supply sources cool down the medium. 

 The environment warms up or cools down the medium. 

 

How District Heating Works 

 The consumers cool down the medium of transmission. 

 The supply sources warm up the medium. 

 The environment cools down the medium. 

Editing and modeling possibilities for districting cooling networks are exactly like those for district 

heating networks. These networks have exactly the same network elements, input data and results. 

Simply select the network type to be modeled in the calculation settings. 

 

Illustration: Calculation Settings for Heating/Cooling 

The Network Type field selects between Heating and Cooling. 


